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1.0 Introduction

2.0 Literature review

Financial statement fraud happens when corporations intentionally prepare financial statements that include misstated or misrepresented material to mislead stock market
investors and regulators (Rezaee 2005). According to Hajek
and Henriques (2017), the common types of financial statement fraud include omissions in financial records, falsification or manipulation of revenue, income, assets, expenses
and other financial variables, and misrepresentation of management discussions and analysis.
Financial statement fraud seriously affects investors and
regulators. It causes huge losses in the economy and the
stock market and destroys the general public’s confidence
in the business environment. In the past few years, several
firms have been involved in financial statement fraud activity, which led to economic turmoil. For example, Enron
and other firms perpetrated financial fraud, which enormously affected the world economy and stock market
(Dong 2014). According to Abbasi (2012), in the ten largest bankruptcies in United States history, four companies
were involved in major financial fraud. Beasley et al. (2010)
showed that in firms that commit fraud, 28% were bankrupted in two years, and 47% were delisted from the stock
exchange. Therefore, financial statement fraud has attracted much concern from investors and regulators.
Detecting financial statement fraud requires expert
knowledge and experience. According to West et al. (2016),
traditional methods for financial statement fraud detection
are time consuming, expensive, and inaccurate. Dyck et al.
(2010) illustrate that from 1996 to 2004, most fraud activities were not detected by regulators or auditors. In this
paper, we propose a knowledge-based system for financial
statement fraud detection based on an ontology, SWRL,
and a decision tree algorithm. In this research, we build an
ontology of financial statements and use a decision-tree
algorithm to find financial statement fraud patterns and
transform those patterns to SWRL rules that can be used
in a knowledge-based system. The remainder of this paper
is organized as follows: section 2 reviews previous research
on financial statement fraud detection, ontology, the decision tree’s rules extraction, OWL, and SWRL. Section 3
presents the research model for this study. Section 4 describes the experiment’s material and method for financial
statement fraud detection, including datasets, ontology
construction, SWRL rules and inference model. Section 5
presents the experiment and discusses the test results. Section 6 concludes the paper and presents future work.

2.1 Intelligent financial statement fraud detection
Intelligent financial statement fraud detection aims at discovering the patterns of financial statement fraud to provide early warning to regulators and support investors’ decision-making processes by using artificial intelligence
methods. In the detection of financial statement fraud, internal data and external data are major source materials.
According to Abbasi (2012), internal data include “auditorclient relationships, personal and behavioral characteristics, internal control overrides and so on.” Cecchini et al.
(2010) point out that those internal data were not open to
investors and other stock market participants. Access to
internal data is difficult and time consuming to achieve
(Abbasi et al. 2012). Publicly listed firms’ financial statements are compulsorily disclosed by regulators and laws.
Those external data are easily accessible and highly reliable.
In this study, we limit our discussion to the previous research that used publicly available data and machine-learnable methods. A list of previous studies is presented in Table 1, including authors’ names, feature set, data set,
method, and accuracy.
Financial variables are important indicators in financial
statement fraud detection. Financial variables from financial statements can reflect companies’ financial performances in many aspects (Hajek and Henriques 2017). Auditing financial statements can uncover whether firms are
involved in a crisis (Ravisankar et al. 2011). The pressure
of involvement in a crisis may prompt managers to improve companies’ financial performance by using illegal
methods (Bell et al. 1991). Companies’ financial performances can be depicted by several financial variables, such
as current assets, current liabilities, total assets, and other
ratios (Summers et al. 1998).
Machine-learning methods and ontology-based methods
are used in financial statement fraud detection. Kanellopoulos et al. (2007) proposed a web service framework for publicly traded Greek manufacturing firms’ financial statement
fraud detection based on an ontology. They proposed a software structure that was constructed by a semantic web layer
and an internal layer. The semantic web layer contained ontologies about firms and auditors and an interface that was
available to users. The internal layer contained control and
reasoning components. This service system can help users
find fraud activity by using an ontology along with a reasoning engine. Machine-learning methods are commonly used
in financial statement fraud detection. Table 1 presents the
previous studies of financial statement fraud detection by
using machine learning. “Fraud” firms indicate those who
have committed financial fraud, and “non-fraud” firms indicate those who have not.
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Author

Feature
Set

Data Set

Method accuracy
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Kirkos et al. (2007)

10

38 fraud Greek firms; 38 nonfraud Greek firms

Bayesian Belief Network-90.3%, Multilayer Perceptron-80%,
ID3-73.6%

Ravisankar et al.
(2011)

18

101 non-fraud Chinese firms;
101 fraud Chinese firms

Probabilistic Neural Network-98.1%, Genetic Programming 94.1%, Group Method Data Handling-93%, Multilayer Perceptron -78.8%, Support Vector Machine-73.4%

Pai et al.
(2011)

18

25 fraud Taiwanese firms; 50
non-fraud Taiwanese firms

Support Vector Machine-92%, C4.5-84%, Radial Basis Function
Neural Network-82.7%, Multilayer Perceptron -82.7%

Abbasi et al. (2012)

12

815 yearly and quarterly fraud
instances from U.S.; 8191 nonfraud yearly and quarterly instances from U.S.

Support Vector Machine-Linear-90.4%, Support Vector MachinePolynomial-86.5%, Support Vector Machine-Radial Basis Function-89.4%, Naïve Bayes-85.1%, Bayesian Networks-89.3%, J4883.9%, Naïve Bayes Tree-88.7%, ADTree-89.6%, Random Forest-85.7%, REPTree-88.8%, Nearest Neighbor-86.5%, JRip-87%,
Logistic Regression-87.5%, Neural Networks-86.5%

Song et al. (2014)

23

10 fraud Chinese firms; 440
non-fraud firms

Voting-88.9%, Support Vector Machine-85.5%, Multi-layer Perceptron-85.1%, C5.0-78.6%

Chen et al. (2014)

8

66 fraud Taiwanese firms; 66
non-fraud Taiwanese firms

C5.0-85.7%, Logistic Regression-81%, Support Vector Machine72%

Liu et al.
(2015)

8

138 fraud Chinese firms; 160
non-fraud Chinese firms

Random Forests -88%, Support Vector Machine-80.18%, CART66.43%, k-NN (60.11), Logistic Regression-42.91%

Omar et al. (2017)

10

15 fraud Malaysia firms; 95
non-fraud Malaysia firms

ANN-94.87%

Petr Hajek and
Roberto Henriques
(2017)

14

311 fraud U.S. firms; 311 nonfraud U.S. firms

Logistic Regression-77.31%, Naïve Bayes-61%, Bayesian Belief
Network-90.05%, Decision Table/Naïve Bayes Hybrid Classifier90.09%, Support Vector Machine-80.5%, JRIP-86.95%, C4.586.6%, CART-87.09%, Logistic Model Trees-86.26%, Multilayer
Perceptron-85.13%, Voted Perceptron-49.59%, Bagging-87.84%,
Random Forests-88.89%, AdaboostM1-80.5%

Table1. Previous studies of financial statement fraud detection using machine learning.

In the studies presented in Table 1, the most commonly
used classification methods were support vector machines,
logistic regression, decision trees, and neural networks.
Hajek and Henriques (2017) employed fourteen classification methods for fraud classification. Decision table/naïve
Bayes hybrid classifier achieved the best performance,
which was 90.09%, and Bayesian Belief Network achieved
a similar performance of 90.05%. In that research, the
highest accuracy rate was achieved by Ravisankar et al.
(2011), which was 98.1%, by using Probabilistic Neural
Network. Most studies employed annual financial statements as experiment data, and four studies in the list used
a pairing method in which the number of fraud- and nonfraud-committing firms, size, industry, and corresponding
year were matched.
2.2 Ontology
An ontology is “a formal, explicit specification of a shared
conceptualization” (Gruber 1993). Specifically, ontology
formally describes concepts in a domain and those concepts’ attributes (Noy et al. 2000). By abstracting the concepts and terminology of a specific domain, the ontology
forms the shared concepts of a domain and constructs a

domain’s conceptual model. The elements of an ontology
are classes, instances, and properties (Campos et al. 2009).
A class is an abstract description of a set of collections
with the same characteristics. An ontology is usually composed of multiple classes and therefore forms a concept
set. “Properties” are descriptions of relationships between
ontology classes. An “instance” is the most specific object
in the class. If an individual is subordinate to a class, it
means that the individual is an instance of that class. Ontology is widely applied in knowledge organization domains including medical, financial, and other domains.
Some works have been written on ontologies for the
financial domain. The Financial Fraud Prevention Oriented Information Resources using Ontology (FF
POIROT) project provided multilingual semantic web services in the financial forensics domain (Kingston et al.
2004). A computable and shareable knowledge domain of
the financial fraud area of European law was constructed
by this project to help law enforcement departments solve
financial fraud problems by using a novel method. Zhao et
al. (2004) pointed out that FFPOIROT was developed
based on the DOGMA ontology paradigm. Shue et al.
(2009) developed an ontology-based expert system for financial statement analysis to predict future conditions and
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performance of firms. They employed an ontology to represent the domain knowledge of financial statements and
used decision rules to do inference processes. The Financial Industry Business Ontology (FIBO) program, which
is being developed by the Enterprise Data Management
Committee (EDM), has gained wider recognition in recent
years (Bennett 2013). FIBO aims to semantically model all
financial terms and financial relationships and provides
machine-readable standardized information so as to create
highly automated conditions for finance information collection, processing, and anonymous sharing.
2.3 Rules extraction from a decision tree algorithm
Decision tree algorithms are among the most commonly
used data mining techniques with a fast learning speed, and
they produce classification rules that are easy to understand (Han 2011). The decision tree is a tree structure that
starts with a single root node. The leaf nodes of the tree
store some class label values, indicating a possible classification result. A path from the root node to the leaf node
forms a classification rule, and a decision tree can be easily
transformed into several classification rules. The ID3 algorithm is based on information theory. In ID3, the best
splitting attributes are chosen based on the highest information gain. The information gain is measured by entropy.
The entropy is defined as:
1
Where S is the sample dataset, Pi is the proportion of dataset S belonging to class i.
Gain (S, A) is the information gain of sample dataset S.
,

| |
| |

2

Where Si is the subset of S, |Si| is the number of elements of Si. |S| is the number of elements of S. A is the
attribute.
Based on the deficiency of the ID3 algorithm, Quinlan
(1993) proposed a modified decision tree algorithm: C4.5.
The C4.5 algorithm inherits the advantages of the ID3 algorithm and makes some improvements to the ID3 algorithm:
1) Processes continuous data and discrete data;
2) Processes data with missing values;
3) Uses information gain ratio as the feature selection criteria.

In C4.5, the best splitting attributes are chosen based on
the gain ratio. The gain ratio is defined as equations (3) and
(4):
,

| |
| |

| |
| |
,
,

3
4

Quinlan (1987) pointed out that a decision tree, as a classification algorithm, could acquire knowledge and extract
production rules from the generated tree structure. The
canonical format of production rule is:
IF P THEN Q
These rules can be obtained along the path from the root
node of the decision tree to the leaf nodes, where each
attribute-value pair along a given path constitutes the antecedent of the rule (the “IF” part). The leaf node gives
the category of the predicted value and constitutes the
consequent of the rule (the “THEN” part). The IFTHEN rules can easily predict unknown samples.
In financial statement fraud detection, we process continuous numerical data, and data with missing values may
exist. Based on those two points, we chose the C4.5 algorithm to generate rules.
2.4 OWL and SWRL
OWL is an ontology representation language, which is
based on description logic (McGuinness and Harmelen
2006). OWL is one of the core languages of the semantic
web for knowledge representation (Padmavathi and Krishnamurthy 2017). It inherits the basic fact statement of
RDF and the class and attribute structure of RDF schema
(Horrocks et al. 2003). It complements the deficiency of
RDF/RDFS that cannot describe relationships well. The
OWL language can clearly describe the concept of
knowledge and the relationships between concepts.
SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language) is proposed to
improve OWL’s inference ability. SWRL is based on the
combination of OWL DL and OWL Lite (Horrocks et al.
2004). SWRL can describe rules and infer new knowledge
from OWL individuals (O’Connor et al. 2012). The SWRL
format is “antecedent consequent,” where antecedent
and consequent are the conjunction of atoms in the ontology (Pan et al. 2005). For example, a person has a female
sibling, and then the person and the female sibling are sisters. SWRL can express this inference as follows:
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Person (? x) ^ hasSibling (? x, ? y) ^ Female (? y)
hasSister(? x, ? y)
3.0 Model framework
This study aims at developing a model for the expression
and inference of the patterns of financial statement fraud
in order to provide early warning to regulators and support
investors’ decision-making processes. The model framework is presented in Figure 1.
1) The knowledge-based financial statement fraud detection system contains a fraud detection ontology,
SRWL rules, and Pellet inference engine. The preprocessed data from financial statements include financial
variables that can be used in a C4.5 decision tree algorithm for financial statement fraud detection rules extraction and fraud detection ontology construction.
The C4.5 decision tree can be used to discover financial
statement fraud patterns from datasets. The inference
rules are extracted from the C4.5 decision tree algorithm, which can generate decision tree rules (Quinlan
1987).
2) The fraud ontology contains firms and financial variables that are chosen based on a selection of financial
variables. Besides class and property definitions, instances are added into the ontology. The production
rules generated from the decision tree can be described
by SWRL. SWRL rules are constructed by classes, properties, and instances from the existing ontology. The
fraud detection ontology and SWRL rules normalize
the knowledge of the financial statements and the
knowledge of fraud activities and create a knowledge
base for financial statement fraud detection.

209

3) The inference engine is used to identify which instances contain fraud activity or not. The inference engine can convert OWL and SWRL into a format that
can be used in the inference process. The inference results can be written into OWL and update the domain
ontology. This knowledge-based system can provide users early warning about whether a firm has potentially
committed fraud.
4.0 Method
4.1 Data collection
The instances of fraudulent financial statements were
identified from Accounting and Auditing Enforcement
Releases (AAERs), released by the U. S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). The firms that violate federal
or SEC rules are disclosed by an AAER, and the SEC takes
actions against these firms. Dechow et al. (2011) pointed
out that AAERs are highly authoritative, because the SEC
would take enforcement action only when the firm showed
strong evidence of fraudulent activity. The SEC alleges
that firms are involved in fraudulent activity based on
Rule17 (a) from the Security Exchange Act of 1933, Rules
13(b)(5), 13b2-1, and Rule 10(b)-5 from the 1934 Securities
Exchange Act (Cecchini et al. 2010). In this research, we
identified 130 firms involved in AAER reporting during
the period of 1998-2016. A set of 130 fraudulent annual
reports were employed in our research. Annual reports are
the ideal sample for fraud detection, because they contain
financial information that can reflect a firm’s financial status. In order to match the sample of firms committing
fraud, we identified firms of similar size that did not commit fraud within the same year and industry. Our dataset

Figure 1. Framework for financial statement fraud detection.
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contained 260 firms (130 fraud-committing firms and 130
non-fraud-committing firms). In this dataset, 200 firms
were employed in the generation of fraud detection rules
from C4.5, and sixty firms were used in ontology construction.
Financial variables are the critical indicator in financial
statement fraud detection. The financial variables chosen
in financial statements can reflect all aspects of firms’ financial status to detect different types of financial statement fraud. Previous studies show strong evidence that financial variables are useful for financial statement fraud
detection. The financial variables that we employed in this
research are presented in Table 2 and are based on previous studies (Kotsiantis et al. 2006; Kirkos et al. 2007;
Ravisankar et al. 2011; Li et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2015; Hajek
and Henriques 2017). Those financial variables can be classified into five categories: firm size, profitability variables,
operational variables, structure variables, and activity variables.

Firm size

total assets
revenue

Profitability variables

net income
net income / revenue
ROE(return on equity)
ROA(return on assets)
profit margin
gross margin
EBITDA margin
EBIT margin
cash flow/operating revenue

Operational variables

net assets turnover
stock turnover

Structure variables

current ratio
liquidity ratio

Activity variables

revenue/total assets
cash flow/total assets

4.2 Variable selection

cash flow

In order to reduce data dimensionality and improve accuracy, we employed feature selection on the dataset. The results of variable selection will be used in domain ontology
construction and inference rule extraction. Feature selection focuses on choosing a subset of variables from all variables and can minimize irrelevant variables and improve
the performance of predictors (Guyon and Elisseeff
2003). By applying feature selection, we can improve the
generalizability, comprehensibility, and computational efficiency of the model.
In this research, we employed an extremely randomized
tree algorithm, also known as an extra-tree algorithm, as a
feature selection method (Geurts et al. 2006). Extremely
randomized trees feature selection is an ensemble method
that integrates feature selection as a part of the training process based on tree models. Opitz (1999) illustrated that the
ensemble method combined several separately trained algorithms, which can improve the accuracy of generalization.
Different from traditional feature selection, ensemble
feature selection selects multiple attribute subsets to generate individual learners in order to improve the integration of individual difference (Liu 2007). Extremely randomized trees algorithms develop random forest algorithms. Differing from random forest using bootstrap replica to generate the learning sample, extra-tree employs a
whole learning sample to generate the tree (Geurts et al.
2006). The splitting points of extra-tree algorithms are
generated by randomizing the selection of candidate variables. The extra-tree method uses the difference of variable-importance to measure the prediction strength of each
variable. The variable-importance measure is constructed

Table2. Financial variables used for variable selection.

by out-of-bag samples from random forests (Hastie et al.
2001). Instead of using out-of-bag samples, extra-tree algorithms employ whole learning samples to construct the
difference of variable-importance. This can reduce the
variance and improve the generalizability of the model.
Figure 2 shows the variable-importance in our research.
We chose the top five variables that are equal to or greater
than 0.07 in the ontology construction and rule generation. Those variables are profit margin, net assets turnover,
ROE, cash flow/operating revenue, and revenue.
4.3 Domain ontology construction
The construction of the financial statement fraud detection ontology used financial variables from financial statements to detect firms’ fraudulent activities. The process of
ontology construction includes identifying the ontology
domain and important terminologies and defining class,
class hierarchical structure, and attributes. In this study, we
constructed this ontology using Protégé 5.2. Protégé is a
Java-based tool that integrates ontology editing and
knowledge-base editing developed by Stanford University.
It provides users with a graphical interface, interactive ontology design, and development environment. Protégé
supports class, class multiple inheritance, class attributes,
and examples of knowledge representation elements and
can define a variety of knowledge rules. Protégé, as open
source software, provides a large number of plug-ins and
supports XML, RDF/RDFS, OIL, DAML+OIL, and
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Figure 2. Variable selection based on variable-importance.

OWL. In this study, we used VOWL, which is a Protégé
plug-in, to visualize the financial statement fraud detection
ontology. Figure 3 shows the model of fraud detection ontology. In Figure 3, class, subclass, object properties, and
data properties are shown.
4.3.1 Class definition
Classes are used to describe abstract entity objects. Classes
are inherited and organized in the form of hierarchies. The
top classes represent the most abstract conceptualizations
of entities. Subclasses inherit the abstract properties of
their parent classes and represent more specific entity conceptualizations. The fraud detection ontology contains
three classes: financial statement, firm, and financial variables. In the “firm” class, firms were classified by their fourdigit Standard Industrial Classification Code (SIC). All
publicly listed companies in the U.S. stock market have SIC
codes. In this ontology, the industries’ SIC codes were used
in ontology construction. The firm class has thirty-one subclasses of industries based on SIC codes. The financial variables class contains five subclasses: ROE, revenue, profit
margin, net assets turnover, and cash flow/operating revenue. Figure 4 shows the fraud detection ontology.

4.3.2 Property definition
In ontology construction, properties are used to describe
the common features of a class or the proprietary features
of some individual instances. The OWL ontology contains
two important properties: object properties and datatype
properties. The object properties describe the relationship
between two classes. Datatype properties represent a
class’s own attributes. In financial statement fraud detection ontology construction, isPartof, hasFinancialstatement, and hasFinancialvariable are defined as object properties. In datatype properties, hasValue and hasFraudActivity are defined.
4.3.3 Adding instances and consistency test
Based on the experiment’s requirements, we added instances of sixty firms into the firm class and 300 financial
variables instances into the financial variables class respectively. Figure 5 shows the instances in Protégé. In order to
guarantee that no contradictory knowledge exists in the
ontology model, we used the Pellet reasoner to conduct a
consistency test. Figure 6 shows the results of the consistency test.
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Figure 3. The model of financial statement fraud detection ontology.

Figure 4. Financial statement fraud detection ontology developed by Protégé.
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Figure 5. Instances in the financial statement fraud detection ontology.

Figure 6. Consistency test in Protégé.
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4.4 Rule extraction from C4.5
A decision tree is an efficient and powerful classification
algorithm that is popular for classifying patterns of a dataset. The C4.5 is a modified algorithm of a decision tree
from which decision rules can be extracted. In this study,
we used 200 firms’ data to generate fraud detection rules
from C4.5. In order to lower the bias and variance of the
model and to choose the best classifier for rule extraction,
we used k-fold cross-validation to estimate the accuracy of
the classifier. In k-fold cross-validation, also called rotation
estimation, the dataset D is randomly split into k mutually
exclusive subsets (the folds: D1, D2, ..., Dk) of approximately equal size. In k times experiments, one subset Dt (t
∈ { 1, 2, ..., k}) was chosen as a tested dataset of each experiment; the rest of the k-1 datasets are trained datasets.
The model was trained and tested k times.
To evaluate the performance of the classifier, a ten-fold
cross-validation method was employed. Previous studies
illustrate that ten-fold cross-validation might be an optimal
method to minimize bias and variance (Kohavi 1995). In
ten-fold cross-validation, the dataset is equally split into
ten folds randomly, and each subset is employed once as a
test dataset to test the performance of classifier generated
by the remaining nine folds. Based on the ten-fold crossvalidation, a decision tree of which accuracy is 81% and fmeasure is 80%, was selected for rule extraction.
Based on the decision tree and the path from the root
node to the leaf node in the decision tree, we extracted
nine rules:
1) If ROE <= -0.0433, then the firm shows fraudulent
activity;
2) If ROE > -0.0433 and Revenue <= 12650.0 and
Profit Margin <= 0.3625 and Cash Flow/Operating
Revenue, then the firm shows fraudulent activity;
3) If ROE > -0.0433 and 12650 < Revenue <= 2630000
and Profit Margin <= 0.3625 and Cash Flow/Operating
Revenue <= 0.3505 and Net Assets Turnover <= 1.65,
then the firm shows no fraudulent activity;
4) If ROE > -0.0433 and 12650 < Revenue <= 2630000
and Profit Margin <= 0.3625 and Cash Flow/Operating
Revenue <= 0.3505 and Net Assets Turnover > 1.65,
then the firm shows fraudulent activity;
5) If ROE > -0.0433 and Revenue <= 2630000 and
Profit Margin <= 0.3625 and Cash Flow/Operating
Revenue > 0.3505, then the firm shows no fraudulent
activity;
6) If ROE > -0.0433 and Revenue <= 2630000 and
Profit Margin > 0.3625, then the firm shows fraudulent
activity;

7) If ROE > -0.0433 and 2630000 < Revenue <=
7465000 and Net Assets Turnover <= 3.695, then the
firm shows no fraudulent activity;
8) If ROE > -0.0433 and 2630000 < Revenue <=
7465000 and Net Assets Turnover > 3.695, then the
firm shows fraudulent activity;
9) If ROE > -0.0433 and Revenue > 7465000, then the
firm shows fraudulent activity.
4.5 Inference model and SWRL
The purpose of ontology reasoning is to obtain implicit
knowledge from explicit knowledge. The inference engine
has two main functions. The first function is to check the
consistency and integrity of the ontology in the process of
ontology construction and to ensure that there is no conflict between classes and instances. The second function is
to obtain implicit knowledge from the ontology through
rules.
An ontology inference engine is based on description
logic. Pellet, Racer, and FaCT++ are typical ontology inference engines (Abburu 2012). Those inference engines
have the advantages of convenient usability and high reasoning efficiency. In this study, we used Pellet as the ontology inference engine. Pellet is an open-source description
logic reasoner based on tableaux algorithms (Sirin et al.
2007). Pellet can support datatype reasoning, SWRL rules,
and ontology consistency and integrity checks. Figure 7
shows the workflow of the Pellet inference engine. First,
the inference engine reads the OWL file and then converts
it into a tuples format with a parser. Second, the inference
engine performs species verification and ontology repair
and then loads the ontology file into the inference engine.
Tbox is used to store class axioms during loading of ontology files, and Abox is used to store individuals. Third,
the Tableau reasoner performs reasoning based on Tbox
and Abox.
In this study, we used SWRL format to describe rules
for the inference engine to financial statement fraud detection. SWRL can provide a semantic complement for an
OWL ontology, so as to realize the semantics that the
OWL ontology cannot describe.
In the editing of SWRL, rules, classes, instances, and
properties can be used directly. Based on the rules extracted from the C4.5 decision tree, we transformed nine
production rules into nine SWRL rules for fraud detection.
Those rules are described as the following:
1) Firm(?f)^ROE(?r)^hasFinancialVariable(?f,?r)^has
Value(?r,?v1)^swrlb:lessThanOrEual(?v1,-0.0433)->
hasFraudActivity(?f,true);
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Figure 7. The workflow of the Pellet inference engine.

2) Firm(?f)^ROE(?r)^hasFinancialVariable(?f,?r)^has
Value(?r,?v1)^swrlb:greaterTh an(?v1,-0.0433)^Reve
nue(?e)^hasFinancialVariable(?f,?e)^hasValue(?e,?v2)
^swr lb:lessThanOrEqual(?v2,12650.0)^ProfitMar
gin(?p)^hasFinancialVariable(?f,?p)^has
Value(?p,?v3)^swrlb:lessThanOrEqual(?v3,0.3625)
^CashFlow/OperatingRevenue(?o)^hasFinancial
Variable(?f,?o)^hasValue(?o,?v4)^swrlb:lessThanOr
Equal(?v4,0.3505)->hasFraudActivity(?f,true);
3) Firm(?f)^ROE(?r)^hasFinancialVariable(?f,?r)^has
Value(?r,?v1)^swrlb:greaterThan(?v1,-0.0433)^Revenue
(?e)^hasFinancialVariable(?f,?e)^hasValue(?e,?v2)^swr
lb:greaterThan(?v2,12650)^swrlb:lessThanOrEqual
(?v2,2630000)^ProfitMargin(?p)^hasFinancialVariable
(?f,?p)^hasValue(?p,?v3)^swrlb:lessThanOrEqual
(?v3,0.3625)^CashFlow/OperatingRevenue(?o)^has
FinancialVariable(?f,?o)^hasValue(?o,?v4)^swrlb:less
ThanOrEqual(?v4,0.3505)^NetAssetsTurnover(?n)
^hasFinancialVariable(?f,?n)^hasValue(?n,?v5)^swrlb:
lessThanOrEqual(?v5,1.65)->hasFraudActivity
(?f,false);
4) Firm(?f)^ROE(?r)^hasFinancialVariable(?f,?r)^has
Value(?r,?v1)^swrlb:greaterThan(?v1,-0.0433)^Revenue
(?e)^hasFinancialVariable(?f,?e)^hasValue(?e,?v2)^swr
lb:greaterThan(?v2,12650)^swrlb:lessThanOrEqual
(?v2,2630000)^ProfitMargin(?p)^hasFinancialVariable
(?f,?p)^hasValue(?p,?v3)^swrlb:lessThanOrEqual
(?v3,0.3625)^CashFlow/OperatingRevenue(?o)^has
FinancialVariable(?f,?o)^hasValue(?o,?v4)^swrlb:less
ThanOrEqual(?v4,0.3505)^NetAssetsTurnover(?n)^
hasFinancialVariable(?f,?n)^hasValue(?n,?v5)^swrlb:
greaterThan(?v5,1.65)->hasFraudActivity(?f,true);
5) Firm(?f)^ROE(?r)^hasFinancialVariable(?f,?r)^has
Value(?r,?v1)^swrlb:greaterThan(?v1,-0.0433)^Revenue

(?e)^hasFinancialVariable(?f,?e)^hasValue(?e,?v2)^swr
lb:lessThanOrEqual(?v2,2630000)^ProfitMargin(?p)^
hasFinancialVariable(?f,?p)^hasValue(?p,?v3)^swrlb:
lessThanOrEqual(?v3,0.3625)^CashFlow/Operating
Revenue(?o)^hasFinancialVariable(?f,?o)^hasValue
(?o,?v4)^swrlb:greaterThan(?v4,0.3505)->hasFraud
Activity(?f,false);
6) Firm(?f)^ROE(?r)^hasFinancialVariable(?f,?r)^has
Value(?r,?v1)^swrlb:greaterThan(?v1,-0.0433)^Revenue
(?e)^hasFinancialVariable(?f,?e)^hasValue(?e,?v2)^swr
lb:lessThanOrEqual(?v2,2630000)^ProfitMargin(?p)
^hasFinancialVariable(?f,?p)^hasValue(?p,?v3)^swrlb:
greaterThan(?v3,0.3625)->hasFraudActivity(?f,true);
7) Firm(?f)^ROE(?r)^hasFinancialVariable(?f,?r)^has
Value(?r,?v1)^swrlb:greaterThan(?v1,-0.0433)^Revenue
(?e)^hasFinancialVariable(?f,?e)^hasValue(?e,?v2)^swr
lb:greaterThan(?v2,2630000)^swrlb:lessThanOrEqual
(?v2,7465000)^NetAssetsTurnover(?n)^hasFinancial
Variable(?f,?n)^hasValue(?n,?v3)^swrlb:lessThanOr
Equal(?v3,3.695)->hasFraudActivity(?f,false);
8) Firm(?f)^ROE(?r)^hasFinancialVariable(?f,?r)^has
Value(?r,?v1)^swrlb:greaterThan(?v1,-0.0433)^Revenue
(?e)^hasFinancialVariable(?f,?e)^hasValue(?e,?v2)^swr
lb:greaterThan(?v2,2630000)^swrlb:lessThanOrEqual
(?v2,7465000)^NetAssetsTurnover(?n)^hasFinancial
Variable(?f,?n)^hasValue(?n,?v3)^swrlb:greaterThan
(?v3,3.695)->hasFraudActivity(?f,true);
9) Firm(?f)^ROE(?r)^hasFinancialVariable(?f,?r)^has
Value(?r,?v1)^swrlb:greaterThan(?v1,-0.0433)^Revenue
(?e)^hasFinancialVariable(?f,?e)^hasValue(?e,?v2)^swr
lb:greaterThan(?v2,7465000)->hasFraudActivity
(?f,true).
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5.0 Experiment and discussion

Accuracy =
(TP+TN)/(P+N)

TP is the number of fraudulent
firms detected as fraudulent. TN
is the number of non-fraudulent
firms detected as non-fraudulent.
P is the number of fraudulent
firms and N is the number of
non-fraudulent firms.

TP rate = TP/P

TP rate (also called recall rate) is
the percentage that number of all
fraudulent firms divided by number of firms correctly detected as
fraudulent.

TN rate = TN/N

TN rate is the percentage that
number of all non-fraudulent
firms divided by number of firms
correctly detected as non-fraudulent.

FP rate= FP/N

FP rate is the percentage that
number of all non-fraudulent
firms divided by number of firms
incorrectly detected as fraudulent.

FN rate = FN/P

FN rate is the percentage that
number of all fraudulent firms divided by number of firms incorrectly detected as non-fraudulent.

F-measure =
(2*Precision*TP
rate)/(Precision +
TP rate)

F-measure is the harmonic mean
of precision and TP rate.

5.1 Construction of a financial statement
fraud detection system
In this study, we used Protégé 5.2 to build a financial statement fraud detection ontology. Figure 4 shows the Protégé
ontology editor. The “owl: Thing” has three subclasses: financial statement, financial variables, and firm. In the financial variables class, five subclasses are defined, and each
subclass has sixty instances. In the firm class, thirty-one
subclasses are defined and sixty firm instances are contained in those subclasses based on the SIC code. The
number of instances in the financial statement fraud detection ontology is 360.
SWRL Tab is a Protégé plug-in where SWRL rules can
be edited. Figure 8 shows the rules that are edited in SWRL
Tab. Through the implementation of the Pellet inference
engine, it can be seen that sixty axioms have been added.
As shown in Figure 9, the instance “ComcastCorp2000”
has its attribute “hasFraudActivity” assigned the value
“true.” This shows the validity of the inference.
In this experiment, 200 firms’ financial statements were
used in C4.5 decision tree generation and fraud detection
rules extraction. Sixty firms and firms’ financial statements
were used for fraud detection in a knowledge-based financial statement fraud detection system. Twenty-six firms’
datatype properties “hasFraudActivity” were assigned the
value “false.” Thirty-four firm’s datatype properties “hasFraudActivity” were assigned the value “true.”

Table 3. Performance evaluation of financial statement fraud detection system.
Accuracy

TP rate

F-measure

80.00%

86.67%

78.20%

Table 4. Evaluation results of financial statement fraud detection
system.

5.2 Performance metrics
Evaluation of the performance of fraud detection system
is an important step. We used accuracy, TP rate (also called
recall rate), and F-measure to evaluate the performance of
the system in this paper. In Table 3, some parameters are
defined and explained, again using “fraudulent” and “nonfraudulent” as shorthand for firms that commit or do not
commit fraud.
In this study, TP equals twenty-six, namely, the number
of fraudulent firms detected as fraudulent is twenty-six.
TN equals twenty-two, namely, the number of non-fraudulent firms detected as non-fraudulent is twenty-two. FP
equals eight, namely, the number of non-fraudulent firms
incorrectly detected as fraudulent is eight. FN equals four,
namely, the number of fraudulent firms incorrectly detected as non-fraudulent is four.
Table 4 shows the detection system’s performance results. In sixty firms, the system achieved 80% accuracy, a
recall rate of 86.67% and a F-measure of 78.2%. In this
detection system, all detection rules are extracted from
machine learning algorithms, and no domain expert was

involved in the experiment. This result shows the validity
of the system.
6.0 Conclusion and future work
Financial fraud is an important issue that widely concerns
the financial industry and academia. Financial fraud can
reduce the trust of stock market participants in the market
and cause serious economic problems. Financial statement
fraud, a typical fraud activity in financial fraud, has caused
several bankruptcies and huge economic loss in the last
two decades. Thus, the detection of financial statement
fraud, the discovery of fraud patterns, and the improvement of fraud detection efficiency have become important
topics in the industry and in academia.
Our study presents a knowledge-based financial statement detection system by using a machine-learning algorithm to discover the financial variables and fraud detection
rules and using an ontology and inference engine to discover
implicit knowledge. To select informative features, we per-
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Figure 8. SWRL rule editing.

Figure 9. Inference result of financial statement fraud detection ontology.

formed feature selection by using an extremely randomized
trees algorithm. In this study, we use OWL to construct a
financial statement fraud detection ontology. We employed
a C4.5 decision tree to extract financial statement fraud detection rules and used SWRL and OWL to describe the semantic information of decision rules. OWL and SWRL explain the relationships among financial statements, financial
variables, and fraud activity at a semantic level. The inference engine was employed to utilize existing knowledge and
discover new knowledge. This study identifies financial
statement fraud at the semantic level and provides a method
for semi-automatic ontology construction. It illustrates another method for the construction of similar ontologies in
other domains. Future studies could improve the ontological
knowledge of financial statement detection and discover
more rules by using machine-learning algorithms and expert

knowledge. Besides financial variables, future work could
also focus on the textual content of financial statements to
find more semantic information to improve the efficiency
of financial statement fraud detection.
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